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Brace yourselves: 

for some observations.  And worse graphics.



SDSS-IV / MaNGA
(Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO)

Hardware at a glance

6 cartridges!
17 science IFUs per cartridge!
12 “mini-bundles” (7-fiber) for calibration!
92 IFU-associated roaming sky-fibers!
Total 1423 fibers per cartridge

These high-precision!
parts built by 

Oxford University

IFU size distribution

Optical integral field spectroscopy 
of 10,000 z~0 galaxies

PI: Kevin Bundy (UCO/Lick)

MaNGA VIPs: Kyle Westfall, Renbin Yan, David Law, Matt Bershady, Niv Drory, Cheng Li,  
Alfonso Aragon-Salamanca, Nick MacDonald, David Wake, Anne-Marie Weijmans

VIPs on this project: Kyle Westfall, David Law, Kevin Bundy, Christy Tremonti, Chris 
Howk, Aleks Diamond-Stanic



SDSS-IV / MaNGA probes the disk-halo interface 
along multiple sightlines.

cold (~100 K), dusty gas!

NaI D 5891, 5897

Velocity Relative to Stars (km/s)

e.g., Heckman+00, 
Schwartz & Martin 04, 
Martin 05, Martin 06, 
Rupke+05abc, 
Schwartz+06, Chen+10, 
Roberts-Borsani+18



A test case (observed with 61-fiber bundle): 

M* = 1.6 x 1010 Msun

data
stellar population model
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N = column density
λ0 = central wavelength

bD = Doppler parameter
Cf = covering fraction

Modeling the NaI D doublet:

Velocity Relative to Stars (km/s)

Rubin et al. in prep



A test case (observed with 61-fiber bundle): 

v0 = 5±4 km/s v0 = 45±7 km/s

M* = 1.6 x 1010 Msun



A test case (observed with 61-fiber bundle): 

v0 = 5±4 km/s v0 = 45±7 km/s

“significant”: 
1. velocity offset from stars by > 35 km/s
2. >95% of PPDF offset from both stars 

and emission lines

M* = 1.6 x 1010 Msun



MaNGA Status
4620 galaxies observed

832 galaxies fit

86 high S/N fits: NaI velocity +/-1σ interval  < 50 km/s over at least 75% of the 
galaxy’s effective area (Ae = pi (b/a) Re2)



NaI velocity distributions, sorted by SFR.

blue/red: spatial bins with velocity shifts > 35 km/s

Rubin et al. in prep



NaI velocity distributions, sorted by inclination.

blue/red: spatial bins with velocity shifts > 35 km/s

Rubin et al. in prep



NaI velocity distributions, sorted by inclination.

SFR ~ 10 Msun/yr, log M* = 10.4



NaI velocity distributions, sorted by inclination.

SFR ~ 0.3 Msun/yr, log M* = 10.3



NaI velocity distributions, sorted by inclination.

SFR ~ 0.3 Msun/yr, log M* = 10.3



Fractional area covered by NaI flows

Rubin et al. in prep



Fractional area covered by NaI flows

• ~20% of face-on galaxies are 40% covered by outflow
• ~20% of face-on galaxies are 25% covered by inflow
• ~50% of edge-on galaxies are 10% covered by inflow

Rubin et al. in prep



Fractional area covered by NaI flows extending 
over > 4.5 sq. arcsec (9 spaxels) 



Fractional area covered by NaI flows extending 
over > 4.5 sq. arcsec (9 spaxels) 

• ~20% of face-on galaxies are 40% covered by outflow
• ~15% of face-on galaxies are 25% covered by inflow
• ~30% of edge-on galaxies are 10% covered by inflow

Rubin et al. in prep



Blueshifted groups have smaller galactocentric 
distances than redshifted groups.

Inward flowing patches tend to be located near ~1Re, whereas 
outward flowing patches have median distances ~ 0.5Re.

Rubin et al. in prep



These shifts are not consistent with simple 
warped extraplanar gas layers.

Sancisi et al. 2008: >50% of HI disks are warped



These shifts are not consistent with simple 
warped extraplanar gas layers.

No. 1, 1997 WARPED DISK IN M33 249

FIG. 3.ÈComparison of the H I proÐle derived from the basic model
(solid line) with the observed proÐle (long-dashed line). The contributions
from inside and outside the 25 mag arcsec~2 isophote are shown as in Fig.

The dot-dashed line shows the total proÐle for the ““ free-ring ÏÏ model1.
described in ° 4.3.

factors. First, because we are minimizing in a simples6 2
linear sense when there are multiplicative errors, the s2 rou-
tines tend to be biased in favor of smaller Ñuxes ; for
example, twice the Ñux will yield a larger s2 than half the
Ñux even though both would correspond to the same size
calibration error. For a similar reason, lower Ñux regions
modeled by a ring exert more inÑuence on the solution, so
asymmetries within the H I distribution tend to cause lower
Ñuxes. Finally, a small portion of the excess in the measured
Ñux may also be due to Galactic contamination that
appears as a weak unmodeled excess in the high-velocity
channels (between [80 and [40 km s~1).

A detailed comparison of the di†erences between the
basic model and the data is shown in Here weFigure 4.
show how the integrated Ñuxes and Ñux-weighted mean
velocities di†er at each point in the observed spectra and
the synthesized spectra. Plus and minus symbols are shown
with sizes proportional to the di†erences (except for a rela-

tively small number of outliers which are plotted at the
maximum symbol size). The projections of the model rings
on the sky at 10 radii are also shown.

Overall, the residuals are generally small within the
bright inner disk, and much larger and more variable in the
outer disk. The Ñux residuals show that the outer disk is
asymmetric. The H I extends beyond the model to the
northwest, while the Ñuxes to the southeast are weaker than
in the model. The velocity residual pattern could indicate
some radial streaming motions, but, as we Ðnd with the
more complex models studied below, a similar pattern can
be generated by changes in the position angle of the orbit-
ing material.

There is also a large-scale pattern to the velocity residuals
in the inner disk. The mean velocities are generally more
positive than in the model on the north (approaching) side
of the galaxy and more negative in the south. This is mainly
an artifact of showing Ñux-weighted velocities in the Ðgure ;
these tend to be biased by the integrated Ñux in far sidelobes
and noise Ñuctuations toward a velocity closer to the mean
of the galaxy. This problem can become even worse in the
outer disk where the signals are sometimes so weak that the
mean velocity is very poorly determined. This problem does
not a†ect our minimization procedure as much because the
Ñux di†erences in channels well removed from the predicted
velocities have little ““ leverage ÏÏ on the solutions.

On a Ðner scale, there are some peculiar patterns in the
residuals that suggest additional complexities in the H I

distribution. Northeast of the inner disk there is a fairly
narrow strip of high Ñux points running almost perpendicu-
lar to the bright disk and extending across the entire
mapped region. This appears to have a corresponding pecu-
liarity in the velocity Ðeld, and some of the individual
spectra through this region have two peaks. There is a less
well-deÐned excess of Ñuxes symmetrically placed on the
south side of the galaxy with velocity peculiarities of the
opposite sign. This pattern is suggestive of a distinct outer
ring, which could be an extension of the loop of H I seen in

FIG. 4.ÈMaps of Ñux and velocity residuals for the basic model

Using the M33 warp as inspiration 
(Corbelli & Schneider 1997, Zheng 
et al. 2017): 
• PA changes by 34 deg
• inclination changes by 8 deg
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Extraplanar tilted ring layer with lag 
of -15 km/s/kpc (at height = 2 kpc)



Fractional area covered by NaI flows extending 
over > 4.5 sq. arcsec (9 spaxels) 

• ~20% of face-on galaxies are 40% covered by outflow
• ~15% of face-on galaxies are 25% covered by inflow
• ~30% of edge-on galaxies are 10% covered by inflow

Rubin et al. in prep



Conclusions

Background galaxy spectroscopy offers unique constraints on the 
coherence of CGM absorbers.  MgII absorption EW does not vary 
on scales < 1.9 kpc.

SDSS-IV/MaNGA will constrain the morphology of NaI gas flows 
around “normal” star-forming galaxies for the first time.

Outflow velocities range up to 200 km/s, but are rarely >70 km/s.  
~20% of face-on galaxies are at least 40% covered by outward 
flows.

~30% of edge-on galaxies are at least 10% covered by inward flows 
at velocities > 35 km/s.


